In this article, we establish some common fixed point results for two pairs of compatible mappings satisfying Meir-Keeler type contractive conditions in metric space and dislocated metric space which extend and improve some similar fixed point results in the literature.
Introduction
The word metrics plays a dominant role in most of the fields like, geometry, economics, statistics, graph theory, probability theory, coding theory, game theory, pattern recognition, computer graphics, theory of information and computer semantics, molecular biology etc. M Frechet in 1906, first time introduced the notion of metric space which is now a very useful topic in mathematical analysis. In 1912, L. E. J. Brouwer [1] established a topological fixed point theorem. In 1922, S. Banach [2] established a contraction mapping theorem in a complete metric space, is a primary result of functional analysis. After the establishment of contraction mapping theorem, various authors generalized the theorem and established a huge number of fixed point results in the literature.
In 1969, A. Meir and E. Keeler [3] obtained a remarkable generalization of Banach Contraction principle with the notion of weakly uniformly strict contraction which is famous as ( ) δ −  contraction principle. This theorem has also been generalized by various authors for single, pairs and even for sequence of mappings.
There exists a vast literature which generalizes the result of Meir and Keeler. Maiti and Pal [4] established a fixed point theorem for a self map T of a metric space satisfying the following condition which is the generalization of weakly uniformly strict contraction (1 In 1986, Jungck [7] and Pant [8] extended the results for four mappings.
The study of common fixed points satisfying contractive type conditions has been a very active field of research activity. The most general common fixed point theorems for four mappings, say A, B, S and T of a metric space ( )
use either a.
Banach type contractive condition of the form 
M x y d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d By Ty d Ax Ty d By Sx
  = +         a Meir-Keeler type contractive definition 2) given 0 >  there exists a 0 δ > such that ( ) ( ) , , M x y d Ax By δ ≤ < + <    or φ -contractive condition of the form 3) () ( ) ( ) ,
Preliminaries
We start with the following definitions and theorems. Definition 1. [16] Let X be a non empty set and let
function satisfying the following conditions: If A and S both are continuous they are obviously reciprocally continuous but the converse is not true.
Main Results
Now we establish the following lemma in dislocated metric space. 
Assume further that given for each 0 
is a Cauchy sequence.
Proof. let 0 x X ∈ , then by condition (2) we can define a sequence
, , , 
Now we have ( ) , , A B S T X X → such that the pairs (A, S) and (B, T) be compatible mappings which satisfy the following conditions
Given, 
M x y d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d By Ty d Ax Ty d By Sx
  = +         (7)( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , , , , , , , , , ,
d Sx Ty d Sx Ax d Ax By k d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d By Ty d Sx By d By Ty d Ax Ty d Ax Ty d By Sx d Sx By
then by Jachymski's lemma [11] , { } n y is a Cauchy sequence. Sine X is complete, there exists a point z X ∈ such that n y z → . Also the sequences 
This implies that ( )
Since, ( ) ( )
A X T X ⊂
there exists a point w X ∈ such that Az Tw = . We claim that Bw Tw = . If Bw Tw ≠ , then by using condition (8) we get, 
M x y d Sx Sy d Ax Sx d By Sy d Ax Sy d By Sx
  = +         ( ) ( ) ( ) () ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , , , , , , , , , ,
d Sx Sy d Sx Ax d Ax By k d Sx Sy d Ax Sx d By Sy d Sx By d By Sy d Ax Sy d Ax Sy d By Sx d Sx By
suppose that the mappings in one of the pairs (A, S) or (B, S) are reciprocally continuous, then A, B and S have a unique common fixed point.
Corrollary 2. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let , , :
A S T X X → such that the pairs (A, S) and (A, T) be compatible mappings which satisfy the following conditions A S X X → such that the pair (A, S) be compatible mappings which satisfy the following conditions 
M x y d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d Ay Ty d Ax Ty d Ay Sx
  = +         () ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , , , , , , , , , ,
d Sx Ty d Sx Ax d Ax Ay k d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d Ay Ty d Sx Ay d Ay Ty d Ax Ty d Ax Ty d Ay Sx d Sx Ay
  < + + +      + + +    1 0 3 k < ≤ . Suppose that( ) ( ) A X S X ⊂ Given, 0, 0 ε δ > ∃ > , such that ( ) ( ) , , M x y d Ax Ay ε δ ε < < + ⇒ ≤  where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 , max , ,, , , , , , 2
M x y d Sx Sy d Ax Sx d Ay Sy d Ax Sy d Ay Sx
M x y d Sx Ty d Ax Sx d By Ty d Ax Ty d By Sx
where, (14) for large m we obtain, )   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2 , , (14) for large n, We obtain ( ) Sice the compatible maps commute at their coincidence point, we get ASz SAz = . This further implies that AAz ASz SAz SSz = = = .
If Az AAz ≠ , by condition (14) we get ( ) (20) Given, 
